Natural Gas Plays in the Marcellus Shale: Challenges and Potential Opportunities
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Tapping the lucrative Marcellus Shale natural gas deposits may have a host of environmental concerns.

Figure 1 features locations of shale basins across the U.S. that bear natural gas. There are many reasons to pursue the development of natural gas. First, the supply of natural gas in the U.S. is very reliable, and the delivery system is less subject to interruption compared to imported fossil fuel. Second, the high energy content of natural gas (about 30 kJ/m³ [1000 Btu/ft³]) and a well-developed infrastructure make it easy to use natural gas in a number of applications. Finally, natural gas is efficient and clean burning, emitting approximately half the CO₂ when compared with burning coal along with lower levels of sulfur dioxide (SOₓ), nitrogen oxide (NOₓ), carbon monoxide (CO), and mercury (Hg). In the trend toward a sustainable green economy, this potentially vast energy resource, with lower carbon emissions than coal or oil, is already a bridge fuel as the U.S. develops more sustainable and renewable fuel options.

The U.S. has abundant natural gas resources within the Barnett Shale, Haynesville/Bossier Shale, Antrim Shale, Fayetteville Shale, New Albany Shale, and Marcellus Shale. Technically recoverable natural gas from these shales is more than 1,744 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) (50 km³), which includes 211 Tcf of proven reserves (1). At the annual production rate of about 19.3 Tcf, there is enough natural gas to supply the U.S. for the next 90 years with some estimates extending the supply to 116 years. The total number of natural gas and condensate wells in the U.S. rose 5.7% in 2008 to a record 478,562 with some of the produced natural gas lost via flaring (2). However, available data on flaring of natural gas is incomplete and inconsistent.

This article is focused on the Marcellus Shale because it is the most expansive shale gas in play in the U.S. The Marcellus Shale, which is Devonian age (416–359.2 My), belongs to a group of black, organic-rich shales that are common constituents of sedimentary deposits. In shale deposition, the clay-sized grains tend to lie flat as the sediments accumulate. Pressurized compaction results in flat sheet-like deposits with thin laminar bedding that lithifies into thinly layered shale rock. Natural gas is formed as the organic materials in these deposits degrade anaerobically. The Marcellus Shale gas is mostly thermogenic, with enough heat and pressure to produce primarily dry natural gas. Covering an area of 240,000 km² (95,000 mi²), it underlies a large portion of Pennsylvania, east of West Virginia, and parts of New York, Ohio, and Maryland (Figure 1). Recent production data suggest that recoverable reserves from Marcellus Shale could be as large as 489 Tcf (3, 4).

Natural gas extraction in the Marcellus Shale is currently an expensive endeavor. A typical horizontal drilled well, using multistage fracturing techniques, costs roughly $3–5 million to complete. The large amount of water used, and management of the wastewater are also very costly factors. Nevertheless, Marcellus Shale extraction is expected to usher jobs creation and other economic opportunities. A large demand for laborers at the gas fields and support businesses, such as drilling contractors, hydraulic fracturing companies, and
of drill pipe extends deeper into the earth, drilling challenges
including time and their associated costs increase. In addition,
the increase in rock hardness and abrasiveness with depth
leads to a decrease in rate of penetration with resulting shorter
drill bit life. The control of well bore trajectory and
placement of casing become increasingly difficult with depth,
as does the efficient removal of drill cuttings. At the Marcellus
Shale, temperatures of 35°–51°C (120°–150°F) can be
encountered at depth and formation fluid pressures can reach
410 bar (6000 psi) (8). This can accelerate the impact of
saturated brines and acid gases on drilling at greater depths.
In addition, the effect of higher temperature on cement setting
behavior, poor mud displacement and lost circulation with
depth makes cementing the deep exploration and production
well in the Marcellus Shale quite challenging. For example
following a recent report by residents of Dimock, PA, of
natural gas in their water supplies, inspectors from the
Pennsylvania Department of Environment Protection (PADEP)
discovered that the casings on some gas wells drilled by Cabot
Oil & Gas were improperly cemented, potentially allowing
contamination to occur (9). As much as 50% of the total
drilling cost is consumed by drilling the last 10% of the hole.
To penetrate a maximum number of vertical rock fractures
and a maximum distance of gas-bearing pore spaces, the
vertical well is deviated horizontally. Graphic representation
of a horizontal well completion is provided as Supporting
Information (SI). During drilling into the tight Marcellus
Shale, there is a slight risk of hitting permeable gas reservoirs
at all levels. This may cause shallow gas blowouts and
underground blowouts between subsurface intervals. Other
deo-hazards that may pose challenges to drillers in the
Marcellus Shale include: (1) disruption and alteration of
subsurface hydrological conditions including the disturbance
and destruction of aquifers, (2) severe ground subsidence
because of extraction, drilling, and uncontrolled subsurface
conditions, and (3) triggering of small scale earthquakes.

The environmentally sound management of drilling mud
and drill cuttings may pose some challenges as well. Drill
cuttings are typically comprised of shale, sand, and clays
that are often coated with, or contain, residual contaminants
from the drilling mud or from the borehole. At the surface,
the drill cuttings are separated from the drilling mud, which
is stored for reuse, while the drill cuttings are solidified and
disposed of off-site (10).

Hydraulic Fracturing. Once drilling and casing are
completed, a perforation gun shoots holes through the casing
and cement at predetermined locations. To generate a
hydraulic fracture, the applied pressure must exceed the
rock’s tensile strength and any additional tectonic forces
that may be present. Hydraulic fracturing is commonly performed
in stages where operators (1) perforate the casing and cement,
(2) pump water-based fracturing fluids (hydrofracture fluids)
through the perforation clusters, (3) set a plug, and (4) move
up the wellbore. This process is then repeated at each
fracturing location, of which there may be up to 15 in a given
well. The result is a highly fractured reservoir that is 984 m
(3000 ft) or more long in each direction from the wellbore.
Fracturing materials include a proppant to keep fractures
from closing completely after the hydrofracturing pressure
is released and the effective geostatic pressure at this location
returns. In addition, a fluid that initiates and propagates the
fracture by transmitting hydraulic pressure to the formation
and transporting the proppant into the created fracture is
introduced into the target formation. Although nonaqueous
systems have been used, water-based fracturing fluids are
the most common. Quartz sand or ceramic material are
usually the least expensive proppants. Gels are added to
increase the hydrofracture fluid viscosity and reduce fluid
loss from the fracture. Additional additives may include the
following: acids to remove drilling mud near the wellbore,
biocides to prevent microbial growth that produce gases (e.g., H2S) that may contaminate the methane gas (CH4), scale inhibitors to control the precipitation of carbonates and sulfates, and surfactants to increase the recovery of injected fluid into the well by reducing the interfacial tension between the fluid and formation materials (11).

After completion of the hydraulic fracturing process, the viscosity of the hydrofracture fluids is expected to break down quickly, so the fluids can be easily removed from the ground and the gas extracted. It does not always work that way. Gels sometimes do not completely break, and there is always a residue in the flow back water following partial gel decomposition. Sometimes the nature of the reservoir is such that the fracturing liquids can become trapped, remaining in the reservoir despite the flow of the gas. If 80% of injected fluids may not be recovered prior to placing the well in production. In addition, not all proppants make it to the fractures. The proppants that pushed into the fractures can quickly settle out of the water, allowing much of the fractures to close after the hydrofracturing pressure is released. A challenge is to develop environmentally friendly fluids that suspend the proppant for very long times. Perhaps the most difficult challenge in hydraulic fracturing is to complete the greatest number of fracturing stages as economically as possible. This is currently an active area of shale gas research.

Large hydrofracture treatments often require moving large amounts of supplies, equipment, and vehicles to remote drill sites. This could potentially lead to erosion and sediment overload that could threaten local small watersheds. There is also the risk of spills and leaks.
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blamed for ozone (O₃) and other air quality problems. These problems could also emerge as major air pollution challenges in a Marcellus Shale boom.

**Potential Opportunities**

**Drilling.** The oil and gas industry has advanced the art of drilling and fracturing with potential opportunities to make the process cost-effective. Some companies are already taking advantage of multilateral drilling, which is known to be more effective than horizontal drilling as it enables drainage of multiple target zones, enlarges recoverable reserves, and increases productivity. An expanded use of multilateral drilling in the Marcellus Shale is expected.

Many operators have recently abandoned the use of diesel in favor of more environmentally acceptable fluids, such as high paraffinic fluids (22). Paraffinic fluids possess reduced toxicity and reasonable biodegradability characteristics. A simple replacement of diesel fuel by natural gas can result in 85% less VOCs spewing into the air. The industry is also curbing methane emissions by employing IR cameras or gas detectors and airborne laser-based gas analysis systems to locate and seal leaking wells and pipelines. To eliminate the thousands of truck delivery trips and the diesel exhaust that comes with these trips, the industry has been building a network of pipes to transport its fluids. This practice may be expanded in the Marcellus Shale drilling region especially in areas where the topography is conducive to such installations.

**Alternatives to Hydraulic Fracturing.** Intensified concerns by the public have prompted some companies to search for alternatives to hydrofracturing and, in some cases, to develop more environmentally friendly hydrofracture fluids. For example, diesel is being replaced by mineral oil, and some companies are experimenting with plant-based oils, such as palm oil and soy (23). EnCana reports that it stopped using 2-butoxyethanol, a solvent that has caused reproductive problems in animals. BJ Services are reported to have discontinued the use of fluoroarbons that are persistent environmental pollutants. While this may be good news, replacements for the discontinued chemicals are yet to be identified.

One of the most effective methods of reducing exposure to contaminated wastewater is to implement processes that do not generate wastewater. GASFRAC Energy Services is testing the use of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), a fracturing agent that also transports the proppants into the fractures. First introduced in Marcellus Shale drilling in September 2009, LPG is derived from natural gas processing and consists mainly of propane in gel form (24). The process generates no wastewater since all of the LPG is recaptured back up the well.

One technique already being used successfully, particularly in Canada, is Dry Frac (25, 26). The technology has been tested extensively in more than 1,200 successful simulations and has performed better than other fracturing fluids during several U.S. DOE-sponsored demonstration projects in the U.S. (25). Dry Frac uses liquid CO₂ (CO₂(l)) as the carrier fluid without water or any additional treatment additives. A pressurized CO₂ blender mixes the proppant into the CO₂(l) stream, thus eliminating the need for traditional carrier fluids to transport the sand. Universal Well Services performed 19 CO₂/sand simulations on 8 Devonian shale wells in eastern Kentucky and 3 Devonian sandstone gas storage wells in western Pennsylvania. Results indicate that average cumulative gas production is as much as five times greater than production from conventional hydrofracture treatments. However, ice formation in wells resulting from the use of CO₂(l) is a real possibility. Consequently, the process has been optimized with the addition of nitrogen (N₂) gas, which not only reduces the formation of ice but also reduces the overall treatment costs (27). A major challenge to the potential opportunity of using inexpensive N₂/CO₂ fracturing liquids is the lack of an infrastructure to transport N₂(l) and CO₂(l) from the production sites to application sites in the Marcellus Shale region. Natural gas producers from the Marcellus Shale region may want to seriously consider using this innovative technology.

**Water Resources.** One solution to the management of hydrofracture fluid wastewater is the reuse of the wastewater as hydrofracture fluid (or flowback water). This has the potential to solve both water supply and environmental problems. However, the major problem with use of flowback water for makeup of frac water is the very high concentration of scale forming constituents including barium, calcium, iron, magnesium, manganese, and strontium (Ba, Ca, Fe, Mg, Mn, and Sr) (26). These constituents readily form precipitates which rapidly block the fractures in gas bearing formations required for economic gas production. According to Halliburton, a major supplier of hydrofracture water chemicals, flow back water should have a maximum total hardness of 2,500 mg/L measured as CaCO₃.

The use of treated acid mine drainage (AMD) water may solve both water quantity and quality problems. In many Marcellus Shale areas of Pennsylvania, AMD from past coal mining activities is present in large amounts, and its use could alleviate a major water quality problem. Recently, about 12 ML (3 million gal) of treated AMD was obtained from the Blue Valley Fish Culture Station and used in a Marcellus completion hydrofracture process (29).

The development of best management practices (BMPs) for water conservation must be encouraged and practiced by natural gas developers in the Marcellus Shale region. The goal should be to keep the pace of drilling and production activities within the bounds of sustainable water use. For example in Texas, a consortium of Barnett Shale drilling companies developed BMPs for water conservation. Similar steps need to be taken for the Marcellus Shale gas production areas.

**Health and Environmental.** To reduce exposure of wastewater to the environment, enclosed fluid capture systems have been used by some companies. One common disposal practice in the Barnett Shale production area of Texas that has been utilized for some Marcellus wells drilled in West Virginia involves re-injecting the wastewater fluids back into the ground at a shallower depth (30). However, the possible contamination of drinking water supply aquifers has limited the practice of re-injecting hydrofracture fluids. Injecting the wastewater fluid into deeper formations below the Marcellus Shale that are not used as aquifers (such as the Oriskany or Potsdam Sandstones) is an option that has recently been considered. These formations may also be good candidates for CO₂ capture and sequestration.

When water has to be used to fracture Marcellus Shale wells, one viable option is to treat the wastewater on-site. ProChemTech is reported to have invented a sequential precipitation process for treatment of hydrofracture wastewater (31). There is however, no documented case of the use of this technology in field applications. Alternatively, an advanced GE Thermal Evaporation process has been developed by STW Resources for recycling of hydrofracture wastewater (32). However, the viability of this technology is yet to be proven on a larger scale. In some instances, distillation-crystallization has been proposed, but it is very expensive (33).

Core technologies currently in use for the removal and concentration of dissolved solids vary and depend on the concentration of the TDS. For example, ion exchange is used in low-TDS waters and for the removal of sodium (Na⁺) in high bicarbonate/carbonate (HCO₃⁻/CO₃²⁻) water. For TDS concentrations of up to 20,000 mg/L, reverse osmosis has been the preferred method. Thermal distillation and evaporation is used
for waters with TDS concentrations of 40,000–100,000 mg/L. New and cost-effective technologies that treat wastewaters with TDS exceeding 200,000 mg/L are needed.

Potential disposal options for wastewater and other wastes containing radioactivity are currently unclear. Given the limited data available, opportunities exist in further evaluating the potential impact of Marcellus Shale drilling on the release of TENORM. If elevated TENORM is encountered during natural gas extraction, then development of a site health and safety plan that includes the measurement and identification of risk pathways for TENORM in production waters, flowback waters, and drill cuttings may be needed. One approach proposed by the NYDEC is for the Marcellus Shale drilling companies to store all wastewater for radioactivity before it is allowed to leave the well site. In this scenario, wastewater handlers will need to be licensed, and their workers tested for radioactive exposure. This would reduce the potential risk of exposure from waters, cuttings solids, wastes, and contamination of equipment. Design of storage pits, ponds, and TENORM residual solids disposal may become a major issue for risk managers to address. In summary, the Marcellus Shale boom, while economically desirable, would come with a potentially significant environmental impact. The issues noted herein need to be risk assessed and accounted in the impact calculus.
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